**WIRING & ACCESSORIES PRIMARY WIRE**

- Stranded copper car automotive primary wire, 10 Gauge
- PVC insulated copper 10 Gauge primary wire
- Custom high quality round wire
- For automotive connection, no connectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAUGE</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>40 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>100 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>100 FOOT</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WIRING & ACCESSORIES HEAT RESISTANT WIRE**

- Stranded copper car automotive SXL primary wire, 14 Gauge
- PVC insulated copper SXL 14 Gauge primary wire
- Custom high quality round SXL wire
- For automotive connection, no connectors

**AutoCraft Heat Resistant Wire, Cross-Linked SXL, 14 Gauge, Black, 20’ AEL AC492**

**AutoCraft Heat Resistant Wire, Cross-Linked SXL, 14 Gauge, Red, 20’ AEL AC493**

**WIRING & ACCESSORIES TAPE**

- Best custom PVC electric black color tape
- Not flame retardant
- Automotive circuit connection insulation protection

**AutoCraft Electrical Tape, 3/4”, Black, 60’ AEL AC486**

- Best custom PVC electric 5 colors tape
- Not flame retardant
- Automotive circuit connection insulation protection

**AutoCraft Electrical Tape, 3/4”, Multicolor, 12’, 5 Pack AEL AC487**

- Brush-On Electrical Tape can make your electrical repairs fool-proof.
- It helps to waterproof connections and is great for hard-to-reach locations.
- It outperforms electrical tape by sealing out moisture and dirt to eliminate corrosion and forms a tough flexible coating.
- It is fast-drying, absorbs vibrations and helps prevent terminal screws from loosening.

**Brush-On Electrical Tape Brush-On Electrical Tape CCM B0T5STRI**

**WIRING & ACCESSORIES ELECTRICAL TOOLS**

- Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Terminal Kit with Crimper, 100 Piece AEL 85691**

- Tests 6V & 12V circuits while power is off
- 54 in (1.3m) heavy duty core and test clip
- For use with insulated/ non-insulated terminals

**AutoCraft Wire Strip/Crimper AEL AC86260**

**Disclaimer:** Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Available in many different styles, including self-adjusting
• Assembly includes built-in wire cutters and crimpers (where applicable)
• May be used on a variety of wire gauges
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Heavy Duty Spring Loaded Wire Cutter/Stripper Pliers AEL 86262

• Available in many different styles, including heavy duty and ratcheting
• Includes built-in wire cutters and strippers (where applicable)
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Heavy Duty Cutter/Crimper Tool AEL 86263

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Automotive Charging System Analyzer Tester AEL 84502

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Digital Multi Tester Tool AEL 85357

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Circuit Tester & Wire Crimper/Stripper Kit AEL 86240

AutoCraft Audio Probe Tester AEL AC86273

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Electrical Circuit Tester AEL 86592

• Tests 6V & 12V circuits while power is off
• 54” (1.3m) heavy duty cord and test clip
• Tester does not illuminate if circuit is open or intermittent

AutoCraft Tool Continuity T/R AEL AC86598

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Electrical Circuit Tester AEL 86611

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Heavy Duty Continuity Tester, 6-48V AEL 86613

• Micro sharp tip for easy wire piercing
• LED indicator light
• Test 6 - 24 volts

Milton Industries 6 to 24 Volt LED Indicator Circuit Tester MIL S-1235

• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

Dorman Conduct-Tite Voltage & Continuity Tester - Screwdriver Type MTM 86614

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Available in many different styles, including continuity and circuit testers
• Testers light up and/or buzz to indicate testing result
• Durably designed for a long service life
• Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

Dorman Conduct-Tite Electrical Tester - Circuit Economy MTM 85598

• Use with MAP/Pro, propane fuel or MAPP
• Replaceable office
• Heavy duty pencil flame torch head
• Soldering up to 1 inch copper tubing.
• Perform larger jobs than your smaller torch.

Magna All Brass Heavy Duty Pencil Flame MAP/Pro Torch Head MGT MT 245 C

• Instant heat.
• Includes extra soldering wire, built-in spotlight, soldering paste and an extra tip.

ToughOne Engine Soldering Gun WIL W2012

• UL Listed.
• 110/112V, 30 watts.
• Nickel-plated tip for long life and efficient soldering.
• Wire tool rest.

ToughOne Engine Pencil-Type Soldering Gun WIL W2013

• CGA600 (1”-20 Right Handed thread) Valve
• Non-Refillable Tall Cylinder
• 14.1 oz. Propane

Magna 14.1 oz. Propane Cylinder MGT 305558P2

• CGA600 (1”-20 Right Handed thread) Valve
• Non-Refillable Tall Cylinder

WORTHINGTON 14.1 oz. MAP/Pro Fuel Cylinder MGT 332401M2

• Universal fuel tip
• Additional tips in cap

Magna 5.6 oz. Butane Refill Cylinder MGT MT 150 B-4

• Brass pencil tip burner
• Concentrated flame for pinpoint heating
• Adjustable flame knob for economy and control
• Solid brass valve body for durability
• Includes 14.1 oz. disposable propane cylinder

Magna Traditional Brass Pencil Tip Torch Kit MGT MT 200-2

• Self-Lighting Pocket Butane Torch
• Universal refill port.
• CSPC Certified Safety Cap
• Adjustable Flame and Continuous Flame Setting
• BUTANE FUEL ONLY

Magna Pocket Butane Torch MGT MT 16

• Refillable, Self-Lighting Micro Butane Torch
• CSPC Certified ignition
• Adjustable fuel control
• Continuous flame lock
• Protective cap for when not in use

Magna Multi Tip Refillable Butane Torch MGT MT 775 C

• Butane powered torch with child-resistant automatic ignition system
• Flame Adjustment
• 3-in-1 Torch Tip: Precision Flame Tip, Hot Blow Tip & Solder Tip
• Adjustable, wind-resistant flame
• Runs for approximately 90 minutes (minimum setting) on each fill

Magna 3-in-1 Table Top Refillable Butane Torch MGT MT 780

• Lead Free
• 95% Tin, 5% Antimony
• Non-conductive and non-corrosive

AutoCraft Solder, Acid Core, 3/32", 1/4 lb. AEL AC490

• Lead Free
• 95% Tin, 5% Antimony
• Non-conductive and non-corrosive

AutoCraft Solder, Rosin Core, 3/32", 1/4 lb. AEL AC491

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
WIRING & ACCESSORIES

MULTI PACKS

- Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Terminal Kit, 208 Piece AEL 85695

- Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Terminal Kit, 175 Piece AEL 85694

- Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Terminal Kit, 100 Piece AEL 86694

- Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Terminal Assortment AEL 85573

WIRE CONNECTORS

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Wire Connectors, Screw-On, Multicolor, 18 Pack AEL 85688

QUICK DISCONNECTS

- Brass tube with tin plated end sleeves with insulation PVC and PA
- Includes both PVC and PA (Nylon) designs
- Wire section range: 5mm to 6mm
- Current range: 10A to 24A

AutoCraft 22-10 Quick Disconnects Kit, 80 Piece AEL AC866

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Male/Female Mix Quick Disconnect, .250 Inch AEL 85481

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Male/Female Set Fully Insulated Quick Disconnect, .250 Inch Blue AEL 85461

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Insulated Disconnects, Heavy-Duty, 1/4” Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 7 Pack AEL 84151
- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Disconnects, Weatherproof, 1/4" Female, 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 85256
AutoCraft Disconnects, Weatherproof, 1/4" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 85255

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 1/4" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 100 Pack AEL 85496

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 1/4" Female, 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 84550
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 1/4" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84542
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 7/64" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84547
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 3/16" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84546
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 1/4" Female, 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84537
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 7/64" Female, 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84541
AutoCraft Quick Disconnects, 3/16" Female, 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84540

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Convenienly packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 12-10 Gauge Female Disconnect, .250 Inch Yellow AEL 85454
AutoCraft 12-10 Gauge Male Disconnect, .250 Inch Yellow AEL 85455
AutoCraft 12-10 Gauge Female Disconnect, .375 Inch Yellow AEL 85447
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Female Disconnect, .187 Inch Blue AEL 85446
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Female Disconnect, .250 Inch Blue AEL 85452
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Male Disconnect, .250 Inch Blue AEL 85453
AutoCraft 22-18 Gauge Female Disconnect, .250 Inch Red AEL 85450
AutoCraft 22-18 Gauge Male Disconnect, .250 Inch Red AEL 85451

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Convenienly packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Closed End Connectors, 16-14 Gauge, White, 12 Pack AEL 85491

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
WIRING & ACCESSORIES

BUTT CONNECTORS

- Includes both PVC and heat shrink designs
- Operating temperature: -14 Degree F to 302 Degree F (-10 Degree C to 150 Degree C)
- Shrink ratio: 5%
- Shrink temperature: 302 Degree F (150 Degree C)
- Maximum electrical rating: 600V

AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Butt Connector Kit AEL AC863

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Assortment Butt Connectors AEL 85480

AUTO CRAFT BULLET CONNECTORS & ACCESSORIES

- Many different styles available, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- A large selection of wire gauges available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 22-18 Gauge Butt Terminal, Red
AutoCraft 22-18 Gauge Butt Terminal, Blue
AutoCraft 22-18 Gauge Butt Terminal, Yellow
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Butt Terminal, Blue
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Butt Terminal, Yellow
AutoCraft 12-10 Gauge Butt Terminal, Yellow

- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Butt Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 84103
AutoCraft Butt Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84102
AutoCraft Butt Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84101

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Audio Butt Connectors, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84511
AutoCraft Audio Butt Connectors, 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84510

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Flag Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84170
AutoCraft Flag Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84171
AutoCraft Flag Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 84172

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Flag Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 84171
AutoCraft Flag Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 22-18 Gauge, Red, 10 Pack AEL 84170

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Bullet Connectors, Weatherproof, 5/32" Male, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 85269
AutoCraft Bullet Connectors, Weatherproof, 5/32" Female, 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 85268

- Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Available in many different styles including PVC and weatherproof
• A large selection of wire gauges available
• Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
• Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Male/Female Set Bullet Terminal, .157" Blue AEL 85429
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Female Bullet Terminal, .157" Blue AEL 85432
AutoCraft 16-14 Gauge Male Bullet Terminal, .157" Blue AEL 85433

WIRING & ACCESSORIES

SPADE CONNECTORS

• Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
• A large selection of wire gauges available
• Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
• Suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Spade Connectors, #10, 12-10 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 85425

AEL 85422

WIRING & ACCESSORIES

RING TERMINALS

• Available in many different styles including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
• A large selection of wire gauges available
• Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
• Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Mix Ring Connectors Assortment AEL 85477

Includes both PVC and PA (Nylon) designs
Pre-insulated with brazed seams.
Burning behavior class: 94V-2
Maximum electrical range: 19A to 48A

AutoCraft 22-10 Gauge Insulated Ring Connectors Kit, 80 Piece AEL AC864

AutoCraft Ring Lug AEL AC85637

• Available in many different styles, including PVC, heavy duty, and weatherproof
• A large selection of wire gauges available
• Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
• Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Weatherproof, 1/4" 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 85211
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Weatherproof, 5/16", 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 85205
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Weatherproof, 3/8" 12-10 Gauge, Yellow, 7 Pack AEL 85212
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Weatherproof, 1/4", 16-14 Gauge, Blue, 10 Pack AEL 85210

AEL 85425

AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4" 12-10 Gauge, Yellow AEL 85445
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 3/8" Yellow AEL 85417
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 5/16" Yellow AEL 84533
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 3/8" Yellow AEL 85518
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/2" Yellow AEL 85414
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4" Blue AEL 85409
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 3/8" Blue AEL 85411
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 5/16" Blue AEL 85407
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 16-14 Gauge, Blue AEL 85408
AutoCraft Ring Connectors, Heavy-Duty, 1/4", 16-14 Gauge, Blue AEL 85402

AEL 85425

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**CABLE TIES**

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Wire Ties Assortment, Black & White, 700 Piece** AEL 83771

**AutoCraft Wire Ties Assortment, Black, 300 Piece** AEL 83748

**AutoCraft Wire Ties Assortment, Multicolor, 300 Piece** AEL 83756

**AutoCraft Wire Ties Assortment, Heavy-Duty, Black, 100 Piece** AEL 83741

**AutoCraft Wire Ties, Reusable, 12", Black, 20 Pack** AEL 83762

**Accessories**

- Easy to use
- It is widely used in boat/marine, windshield, car, UTV and home etc.

**AutoCraft Rubber Clamp Assortment** AEL AC85605

- Carbon steel with zinc plating
- Neoprene rubber
- Rubber lining absorbs vibrations and jolts, reducing wear and tear on cables and hoses

**AutoCraft Cable Clamp, 3/8"** AEL AC86102

**AutoCraft Black Nylon Clamp Assortment** 1/8", 3/16", 1/4" AEL 86108

**Dorman Conduct-Tite 1/4" ID - 7/8" ID Assorted Grommets** MTM 85604

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
WIRING & ACCESSORIES

FLEX TUBING

- Available in both insulated and uninsulated versions
- Many different lengths available
- Convenienlty packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Alligator Clip Test Leads, Uninsulated AEL 85654

- Available in both insulated and uninsulated versions
- Many different lengths available
- Convenienlty packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Also suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Alligator Clip with Screw, 1-1/2" AEL 85652

AutoCraft Alligator Clip AEL AC85650

- Pair of copper-clad 50-Amp metal battery clips with insulated handles

AutoCraft Battery Clamps, 12V DC AEL AC740/A-100

AutoCraft Battery Clamp AEL AC85651

- 12VDC Battery Adapter with 3’ cord.
- Copper-clad battery clips on one end, 12V female outlet on the other.
- 10-amp safety fuse.
- Power 12V accessories with a 12V battery.

AutoCraft DC Battery Adapter, 12V AEL AC798/A-203

AutoCraft DC Battery Adapter AEL AC85652

- Clear instruction label using graphics to show steps required to operate extinguisher
- Easy-to-pull safety pin
- Rust- and impact-resistant nylon handle
- 2 lb. of fire extinguishing agent (average)
- UL, US Coast Guard approved

Kidde Safety FC5 Fire Control Fire Extinguisher CPM 4416OMTL

Kidde Safety FC5 Fire Extinguisher AEL AC85653

- Easy to install
- Universal relay used in all types of automotive application
- 30-terminal for lights or horns
- 85-terminal for relay ground wire
- 86-terminal from switch

AutoCraft Relay Light 40A HD AEL ACA715A

AutoCraft Relay Light AEL AC85654

- 12VDC, 12-amp replacement power plug.
- For use as a replacement plug on many 12V accessories.

AutoCraft DC Replacement Power Plug, 12V AEL AC742/A-200

AutoCraft 1/2" Wire Loom Retainer AEL AC85655

- Black
- Nylon

AutoCraft 1/2" Wire Loom Retainer AEL AC85656

- Black
- 3/4"

AutoCraft 3/4" Wire Loom Retainer AEL AC85657

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Convenienlty packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Spiral Tubing, 3/8", Black, 10' AEL 86135

AutoCraft Spiral Tubing AEL AC85658

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Convenienlty packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Wire Conduit, 3/8", Red, 10' AEL 86650

AutoCraft Wire Conduit AEL AC85659

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Convenienlty packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Wire Conduit, 3/8", Blue, 10' AEL 86651

AutoCraft Wire Conduit AEL AC85660

- Best custom PVC electric black color tape
- Not flame retardant
- Automotive circuit connection insulation protection

AutoCraft 1" Cold Shrink Tape, 10' AEL AC85274

AutoCraft 1" Cold Shrink Tape AEL AC85275

- Protects soldered connections
- Seals out moisture, flame retardant and chemical resistant
- Shrink ratio: 5%
- Operating temperature: -67 Degree F to 257 Degree F (-55 Degree C to 125 Degree C)
- Shrink temperature: 158 Degree F to 248 Degree F (70 Degree C to 120 Degree C)

AutoCraft 2-1/2" Heat Shrink Tubing Kit, 185 Piece AEL AC860

AutoCraft 2-1/2" Heat Shrink Tubing Kit AEL AC861

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Protects soldered connections
- Seals out moisture, flame retardant and chemical resistant.
- Shrink ratio: 5%
- Operating temperature: -67 Degree F to 257 Degree F (-55 Degree C to 125 Degree C)
- Shrink temperature: 158 Degree F to 248 Degree F (70 Degree C to 120 Degree C)

AutoCraft 2-1/2 Inch Heat Shrink Tubing Kit, 120 Piece AEL AC861

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft 1/4” Heat Shrink Tubing, Black, 8’ AEL AC85266
AutoCraft 3/16” Heat Shrink Tube, Black, 8’ AEL AC85265

AutoCraft Heat Shrink Tubing, 20 - 18 Gauge, Red, 8’ AEL 85286

- Many different lengths and tensile strengths available
- Conveniently packaged in a variety of piece counts to assist with both small and large projects
- Suitable for a broad range of household, industrial and commercial uses

AutoCraft Heat Shrink Tubing Assortment, 6”, Black, 5 Piece AEL 85611

WIRING & ACCESSORIES LIGHTING SOCKETS

- Suitable for 2-wire configurations
- Direct replacement License Lamp Sockets available (where applicable) to ensure a proper fit
- Easy installation- Simply splice in the new socket to your existing wiring
- Vehicle try-on testing has been conducted on this part to ensure trouble-free performance

AutoCraft License Plate Lamp - Universal AEL 85808

- Direct replacement and universal lenses available for a proper fit every time
- Helps protect bulb and socket connections
- A necessary item for passing state inspection
- Easy to install: just screw or clip on to the car body or bumper

Dorman Help License Plate Lamp MTM 68152

- Available in many different wire configurations including 1-, 2-, and 3-wire
- A large selection available to support a variety of bulbs, including H7, 9005, 9006 and more
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

Dorman Conduct-Tite 2 Wire - H7 Bulb Headlight Socket MTM 84717

- Green LED
- 9/16”
- Iron Chrome Plating

AutoCraft 9/16” LED Indicator Light, Green AEL AC84928

WIRING & ACCESSORIES LIGHTER

AutoCraft Cigarette Lighter AEL 22-5-05152-8

- Single 12V DC power receptacle with cover for bracket mount.
- 12-Amp, 150W.
- Mounting hardware and wiring included.

AutoCraft DC Single Outlet, 12V AEL AC741/A-1201
Rubber
- Yellow Copper
- 3-Wire
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, High Temp Headlamp, 2 Pack AEL AC84790

Blue
- 3-Wire
- PA66+30GF
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, High Temp, 2 Pack AEL AC84791

Available in many different wire configurations including 1-, 2-, and 3-wire
A large selection available to support a variety of bulbs, including H7, 9005, 9006 and more
Durably designed for a long service life
Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses
Dorman Conduct-Tite High Temperature Socket 9005 Bulb MTM 84792

Nylon
- 2-Wire
- Female
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, High Temp, 2 Pack AEL AC84793

2-Wire
- Cold Rolled Sheet-Color Zinc Plating
- Double Contact
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 2-Wire Double Contact AEL AC85803

Available in many different wire configurations including 1-, 2-, and 3-wire
A large selection available to support a variety of bulbs, including 1156, 1157, and more
Durably designed for a long service life
Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses
Dorman Conduct-Tite Electrical Sockets - 1-Wire Single Contact 3/4" With Neoprene Sleeve MTM 85806

Black
- 3-Wire
- Nylon
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 3-Wire Terminal Seal Beam AEL AC85810

Blue
- 3-Wire
- Nylon
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 3-Wire Halogen Headlight AEL AC85811

Nylon
- 2-Wire
- Female
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 2-Wire Halogen High Beam AEL AC85812

Available in many different wire configurations including 1-, 2-, and 3-wire
A large selection available to support a variety of bulbs, including H7, 9005, 9006 and more
Durably designed for a long service life
Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses
Dorman Conduct-Tite High Temperature Socket 9005 Bulb MTM 84792

Nylon
- 2-Wire
- Female
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 2-Wire License AEL AC85814

PVC
- 2-Wire
- Female
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 2-Wire Side Marker AEL AC85816

2-Wire
- Cold Rolled Sheet-Color Zinc Plating
- Female
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 2-Wire Turn Signal AEL AC85819

Black/White
- 3-Wire
- PA66
AutoCraft Light Bulb Socket, 3-Wire Cornering Light AEL AC85830

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
WIRING & ACCESSORIES

SWITCHES & TOGGLERS

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rocker Full Glow - Rectangular Style - Red Body/Red Glow**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Blue Body/Blue Rocker Full Glow - Rectangular Style**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rocker - LED Glow - Oval Style - Black Body/Red LED**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Black Body/Blue LED Glow - Oval Style**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Black Body/Ambient LED Glow - Oval Style**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rocker Full Glow - Oval Style Aluminum - Red Glow**

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square
- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses
Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, round, and square.

- Many different colors available (where applicable)
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rocker Full Glow - Oval Style Aluminum - Blue Glow** AEL 84871

- Red LED
- Nylon
- 25A

**AutoCraft LED Rocker Switch, Red** AEL AC84880

- Blue LED
- Nylon
- 25A

**AutoCraft LED Rocker Switch, Blue** AEL AC84881

- Green LED
- Nylon
- 25A

**AutoCraft LED Rocker Switch, Green** AEL AC84883

- Nylon
- Yellow Copper Nickel Plating
- 20A

**AutoCraft Rocker Switch, Red, 20A** AEL AC85920

- Black
- Nylon
- 10A

**AutoCraft Rocker Switch** AEL AC85924

- Red
- ABS
- Iron Nickel Plating

**AutoCraft Toggle Switch, Racing Style, Red** AEL AC84815

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Lever LED - Metal Style - Red LED** AEL 84894

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Lever LED - Metal Style - Blue LED** AEL 84895

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Lever LED - Metal Style - Amber LED** AEL 84896

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Lever LED - Metal Style - Green LED** AEL 84897

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Metal Bat with Screw Terminals - 20 Amp (240 Watts)** AEL 85901

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Metal Bat with Screw Terminals - 20 Amp (240 Watts)** AEL 85902

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable)
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

**AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle - Metal Bat with Screw Terminals - 20 Amp (240 Watts)** AEL 85902
AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle-Metal Bat with Screw Terminals - 6 Amp (72 Watts) AEL 85903

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications.
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable).
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses.

AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle-Metal Bat with Screw Terminals - 15 Amp (180 Watts) AEL 85905

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications.
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable).
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses.

AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle-Metal Bat Pre-Wired - 6 Amp (72 Watts) On-Off AEL 85982

- Available in a variety of styles, including illuminated, non-illuminated, duck bill, and racing.
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications.
- Many different colors available, including red, green, amber, and blue (where applicable).
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses.

AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Toggle-Lever Chrome with Screw Terminals - 35 Amp (420 Watts) AEL 85983

- Black
- PC
- Phosphor Copper

AutoCraft Momentary Off Switch AEL AC85958

- Nylon
- Iron Nickel Plating
- 15A

AutoCraft Toggle Switch AEL AC85908

- Red
- PC
- 20A

AutoCraft Toggle Switch, Red, 20A AEL AC85910

- Amber LED
- PC
- 20A

AutoCraft Toggle Switch, Amber, 20A AEL AC85911

- Blue
- PC
- 20A

AutoCraft Toggle Switch, Blue AEL AC85912

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
- Green
- PC
- 20A

*AutoCraft Toggle Switch, Green, 20A* AEL AC85913

- Colored Boots
- Zinc Alloy-Blue White Zinc Plating
- 35A

*AutoCraft Toggle with Colored Boots* AEL AC85943

- Black
- Throw Type: Push-pull
- 10A

*AutoCraft Push/Pull Switch* AEL AC85933

- Available in many different styles, including illuminated, European, and fused
- A large selection available to support a variety of amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Push/Pull Metal - 20 Amp (240 Watts)* AEL 85955

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Specialty - Starter Switches - Key Style Brass* AEL 86913

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- Hardware included for easy mounting (where applicable)
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rectangular Mounting Panels, 1 Hole 1-1/8" x 7/16" ID* AEL 85927

- Hardware included for easy mounting (where applicable)
- Available in diverse diameters and sizes
- Available for different switch shapes, including round and rectangular
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Mounting Panels Round - 1 Hole - Plastic - 1/2" ID* AEL 85925

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- Suitable for either 12 or 24 volt systems
- Available for 1-Amp applications
- Easy installation-splice in the new switch to your existing wiring
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Specialty - Battery Cut-Off - 100 Amp Battery Isolator* AEL 85988

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Sealed Starter Button* AEL AC85984

- Rubber Cap
- Zinc Alloy-Blue White Zinc Plating
- 20A

*AutoCraft Horn Button Switch* AEL AC85929

- Horn Button Switch
- PC/ABS
- Iron Nickel Plating

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Specialty - Starter Switches - Push Button Metal* AEL 85935

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Specialty - Starter Switches - Push Button Brass* AEL 86915

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- Suitable for either 12 or 24 volt systems
- Available for 1-Amp applications
- Easy installation-splice in the new switch to your existing wiring
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Specialty - Starter Switches - Key Style Metal* AEL 85936

- Available in a variety of styles, including push-button and keyed
- Hardware included for easy mounting (where applicable)
- A large selection available to support many different amperages and applications
- Durably designed for a long service life
- Also suitable for a broad range of industrial and commercial uses

*AutoCraft Electrical Switches, Rectangular Mounting Panels, 1 Hole 1-1/8" x 7/16" ID* AEL 85927

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*